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So, what operation would it be talked about? Karagga's has a small time in Kotfe, but any reference is few and far between. Genrally operations contain almost no history. Oricon is the exception with the final scene of planetary (non-class) history being fenced behind operations. In my mind it was a poor
design choice, esp. I'm sure at the time it seemed more reasonable for designers. In karagga palace, we hear that some unknown forces are moving on Hutt territory, which is why Karagga defied the powers that they are and started kerfluffle in the first place. It is implied that it is the Masters of Terror who
joke with hutt space. In Explosive Conflict, we learn that the Masters of Terror, freed from their Belsavis prison, forced the mercenary Kefess to turn against his benefactors and become a true warlord. This is the first solid glimpse we get of what the Masters of Terror are doing (sowing seeds of chaos and
discord across the galaxy). In Terror From Beyond, we see Terror Master Calphyus' plan to unleash an ancient Gree-being-what demon on the galaxy by means of a hypergatus. As an apparent reward for his loyalty, the defeated Kefess has been rebuilt (and upgraded) to protect the gate as the creature

is summoned. In Scum and Malice, we learn that Terror Master Styrak took control of the criminal underworld over Darvannis and created a shop there. Olok, Sunder, Tu'chuk, Horic and Vilus are just high-level criminals who do Styrak's orders - again, in an attempt to cause chaos in the galaxy. Finally, all
the pieces are put together and an attack team is sent to Oricon. Where they're going to go crazy, because you know, Masters of Terror. After closing their sinister machinations on the planet, it's time to storm the base (Fortress of Terror). Beat the dog chained out, the security guard in the lobby, the other
dog in the basement and the honor guard in the yard, and you can take down your second Master of Terror - two down, four to go. The chain ends with the Palace of Terror and the defeat of the rest of the Masters of Terror (each of which has its own style - creatures, puzzles, time, and strategy). The story
that began with the planetary arc of Impside Belsavis or whatever is told in six operations and Oricon. Good times. That's a good story. Eternity Vault is also linked to Belsavis ofc, but I think it's separate. Ravagers is completely autonomous, but still an interesting story of the lack of honor among thieves.
Temple of Sacrifice doesn't start or end a story: it's a completely optional interlude in Revan's Shadow expansion (even if you do the Operation, you have to do the Revan in solo mode to finish the story and switch to Ziost). Gods from the Machine, of course, shows the Outlander's efforts against super
weapons found on Iokath - even a little optional extra storytelling, I think, as you can through Umbara and Copero without actually seeing the fights, and you learn nothing new from doing so (Tyth is anger, the twins think they are better than the organics, Nahut is a big child too confident, and Scyva cares
about his children - no progress in history). There's also the Toborro Courtyard, where you can see the fruits of RotHC's Hutt labor in refining the Isotope-5 and using it. And Heart of Ruin, in which you encounter a terribly powerful Monolith over ziost's imperial world. And the Gree tests you in the Grey
Secant seeing how well you stand towards Xenoanalyst II. And there's an eyeless beast roaming the tunnels beneath the surface of any planet is the latest Rakghoul outbreak. More flavor than history, these four, but I still like them: ) TL;DR: Love ops, there's totally history there. I recommend everyone to
learn them all, there are many guilds (like mine) that always try to expand their base of raiders : ) Thank you very much for the advice. This definitely helps, but I still don't know where to get the mission at first! Also, I always used general chat to bring groups together. How do I use the group finder? I saw
another thread as I was looking for answers to these questions that mentioned checking a box to get daily communications as well. What does this mean and how does it work? At about 10:00 on the mini-map there is a small icon of 3 (?) people. Open it and select the song mode role and operations. Hit
queue and when a group is available you will get a pop-up window. You can teleport directly to the mission from this point on. You can get the mission from the PVE terminal on the fleet stations. It's in the outer ring next to pve gear sellers. You'll also get a reward (commendations) for doing it
automatically via group finders, as long as you do a random operation or flashpoint (there are only 2 operations available through group finders). Before you queue, you should look for the basics of fighting on a site like Dulfy/Iwipe's or watch some tutorials on Youtube (Elite Gaming raid guides are pretty
good). Boss fights aren't particularly tough, but they require you to know the mechanisms. If you don't know the combat mechanics it will be MUCH more difficult. If you're a tank, it's even more important to learn about mechanics as you tend to drive the action. Hello, readers of this thread. I remember how
I felt when I started PvE after being exclusively PvP. Everything was shiny and new and more than a little overwhelming. PvE fights are more complex than PvP. Dropping floors, teleporting teammates, stopping and starting damage inflicted to control a boss's health, these and still need to be stored. And
so today, I'm here to help you. Whether you're a new PvE player, a former PvP, or a veteran who needs an upgrade course, I'm here to help you with guides for all the operations I can write. If you have any suggestions on how I can improve my guides, feel free to give me advice in the rest of the Thread
or in a private message if you wish. Now, on our first Operation, the Vault of Eternity! But first, some basic rules for ALL operations, as well as a certain terminology: Basic rules: There is no me in the team : DO NOT do, under any circumstances, anything before all the members of the Group are ready.
Reloading in advance before planning is done is one of the fastest ways for an operation to wipe out. Always ask if people are new: before any Boss, ask if someone has never done it before (specify that it's not a problem, you just have to explain the fight if they are). If someone has never done the battle
before, give them a brief rundown of the fight or refer it to a guide. Someone has to do the dirty work: in operations, not everyone has a glamorous role. But everyone (read: it means you too) have to play by the rules to succeed. If you have to stand behind your boss while you kill him, you want it. If you
have to escape an attack, I will. If you have to stop hitting a boss before something terrible happens (as in Hardmode Dread Palace's Final Boss), then he will. This is important. Always be polite: no one likes a quitter. If you absolutely have to leave, explain why and wish them good luck before
disconnecting. Pull is for tanks: If you're a DPS or Healer, always let the Tank attack first. This way, the crowd or boss will go for the High Point Tank, rather than for squire Healers and DPS. Stop whenever possible: If the boss or mob is channeling an ability and you can stop it, do so. Don't let them hit
when you can stop them. Terminology: Raid: Operations Tank: A role players play when they keep a boss's attention. It can be a Vanguard, Powertech, Shadow, Assassin, Juggernaut or Guardian. DPS: Damage per second. Also the role of damage dealer, which any class can play. The specific DPS
classes are Sentinel, Marauder, Gunslinger and Sniper Healer: a role that players perform and revolve around keeping everyone else alive. He can be an essay, a sorcerer, a commando, a mercenary, a scoundrel, or an agent. Fendita: Any attack that hits everything in front of the boss. AoE: Effect area
attack, hits multiple targets. Channel: Time-consuming capacity to recharge/run. Some may be interrupted by abilities such as Force Kick. Raging: 200% damage increases bosses if it takes too long to kill them. 69/72/78: Numbers like these indicate the item level of Mods a player is using. The 1978s are
currently the best type by Mod. Mumble/Ventrillo(or Vent)/Teamspeak: Voice Chat Server. Many Ops groups enjoy using them so you don't have to type them mid-battle. I personally prefer Mumble. Shooting: attacking a boss/crowd, it refers to pulling their aggro. Aggro: The aggression of a towards a
particular player. The more a boss has aggrio a player, the more likely they are to attack that player. It's up to a Tank to hold the tangled of everything they fight. Wipe: Short for a cancellation, which occurs when a team fails fighting a boss. Pug: An acronym for Pick-Up Group, a team made up of players
from multiple Guilds, instead of a guild-only race. Generally seen as more difficult than Guild races. EV/KP/EC/TfB/SnV/DF/DP/TC: Acronyms of all operations: Eternity Vault, Karagga s Palace, Explosive Conflict, Terror from Beyond, Scum and Villainy, Dread Fortress, Dread Palace and Toborro s
Courtyard (who is just a boss), respectively. Note that some refer to Scum and Evil as Darvannis, the planet on which it is set. Stacking: May refer to players who group near each other, or to a buff or debuff whose effects grow the most is used. And now, for Operation, ladies and gentlemen: Intro: If
you're reading this, you've most likely entered or will soon enter the Vault of Eternity, or EV as we PvE vets prefer to call it. This also means that this is most likely your first adventure in SWTOR s PvE. So, welcome aboard. Don't forget to pick up the Weekly Eternity Vault mission from the operating
terminal in the Fleet Supplies section before entering, as well as weekly classic operations if you're eligible and trying Hardmode (not recommended until you have some decent PvE gear). There will also be a mission once you can pick up before you enter. There should be someone with a marker this
overhead in the Belsavis operations hangar, make sure you talk to them if you haven't already. Now, when you first arrive, you'll be treated to a cutscene of your capital ship coming under fire. It will generate in the bay escape pod of the ship, just right-click on the first one that allows you. You'll crash to the
ground in the pod in a strong snowstorm, but you should be able to pass by searching for your team's tags and using the map and mini-map. You should head for an ice ramp leading up to two turrets. Wait for everyone to be ready and let a tank attack, or just start the fight if you're one of them. Turrets:
Turrets are your top priority for this pre-boss warm-up. If you're a Jedi Knight/Sith Warrior, use Force Jump/Force Charge to jump on top of turrets (ignore power batteries, as most groups will tell you). From there, damage it normally. Everyone else, use any ranged attack possible. After both turrets and
droids generate they are back down (droids should die pretty quickly), run back to the ice ramp, and the first Operation boss will spawn. Annihilation Droid XRR-3: Boss 1 This metal behemoth is the op's first boss and introduces you to some fairly simple mechanics. DPS and melee tanks (Jedi/Sith
characters, as well as Vanguards/Powertech) must be notified the boss has a stunned/rejected combination that will send you up to forty meters away from the boss. Try to stay behind him, this helps in my experience. The boss will usually say something along the lines of Violated Proximity! before that
happens. When the chief calls that I've been armed with over twenty-four distinct weapons technologies! , fires an uninterrupted barrage of missiles funneled against the group, and will kill most members pretty quickly. The best way to avoid this is to bring a Jedi wise Healer, as they can launch a powerful
AoE healing. Let everyone come together (referred to as stacking by many), and let the Sage cast healing in the crowd. This should let you survive. The boss will also call the enemy tactics analyzed. Immersive STORM protocols. . This is your signal to start running. The boss will start generating red
target nets at your feet and fire a missile at each one that does serious damage. It is better to get away from these and be careful to avoid the escape routes of other players. Also, if a large red target is painted on you, run away from everyone else. You're going to take some damage, but no one else is
going to do it, and your Healers are going to get you back soon. Once the boss is down, collect his loot and start right-clicking the charges on the door behind him. Move on to the next stage. Congratulations. In the Vault: There will be some long bridges and large flying droids. No special mechanics here,
really, just stop their every move. There will also be some Flesh Raider prisoners released, just kill them and keep moving. You'll eventually arrive at a portion of the vault where a door was ripped off, revealing a lava cave filled with Firestalker dogs. Some teams like to cross and kill them all at the end,
others like to fight dogs one at a time, so ask the other members how they want to proceed. You get to a point where you descend into a large lava-filled cavern, which houses the op's second boss. Gharj: Boss 2 Gharj is a grudge-like monster who loves to make shockwaves. DPS and Healers always
stay behind him, tanks should try to keep him in front of any other unarmored teammates. Healers should keep tanks alive for as long as possible and heal all DPS who need it. The boss will occasionally jump and create a powerful rebuff, so you should try to tilt so that being thrown backwards does not
throw you into the lava. This will be marked with red writing on the screen saying: Gharj is getting ready to jump! and a short channel. Some players may run when that happens. In the end, you will see the words that Gharj is entering a Frenzy! which means he's going to destroy the island. The edges of
the rocky platform that you are standing will begin to shake and large stalactites will fall into the creating a path to the next island. Repeat the process here. Eventually, some Firestalker mafias spawn when hectic, ignore them until they get to the next platform and then fight them. Keep repeating these
steps until Gharj collapses, then loot them and go outside: Out of the caves: now enter the jungle. You'll see plenty of animals out there that haven't eaten a decent bite in ages, but you can avoid them if you follow the ledge to your left (using a stand is recommended for this part of the Op). Stay out of a
fight and you'll get to a magma river, then point the camera down and pop in a small jump on a ledge inside the river. Proceed to climb a narrow slope on the edge of the river and you'll arrive in a kind of courtyard. The Ancient Pylons: Boss 3 (Puzzle) This boss is a puzzle. You'll arrive in a courtyard
containing two pillars, so make sure you have four players going to each pylon. Each pillar has four holocron rings. The center ring must match the two outer rings using the left and right buttons to rotate the wheel in the pylon containing the holocron. You could try to ala just by pressing a button, but there
is also an app that you can download for an Android phone that will tell you the combination (it is legitimate, Bioware has not complained about its use). Every time you rotate, Rakata soldiers or proto-acklay mobs spawn, but they will die quite easily. Press the Confirm button on the Pylon console when
the Holocrons match and move on to the next line. In Hardmode, anyone using a button gets a short Debuff that prevents them from using it again for about a minute, which means you'll have to take turns. Once both Pylons have been fully resolved, the loot chest and the next boss's door will unlock.
Collect the loot and proceed to the next stage. Hell's Council: Boss 4 Will enter a room full of eight Sith gentlemen. The fight is simple: you have to choose a Sith to fight and, by the way, you can't help the other members of the group. No healing, no buff. No Zen or whatever the equivalent of Marauder,
and no AoE shots while another boss is within range. You will get a hard debuff if that happens and basically you won't be able to win. Each boss will have a Guild tag under his name. Some will say Infernal Raiders, other Infernal Assassins, and others hellish lords. DPS characters should face a
Marauder, Tanks should fight an Assassin, and Healers should only stand up with a Hellish Lord. If a teammate still has problems after everyone else has killed their Sith, feel free to jump After all the Sith are dead, grab your loot from the chest and descend into the final boss's room. Soa, the Infernal
One: Boss 5 (Final Boss) You'll descend into a tower-like round room. A giant Rakata Rakata chained by a stasis field in the middle. DO NOT use powerful skills to open the fight, as it will be invulnerable for the first 15 seconds as you rave about Korriban and how things were different back then (YOUR
ANCESTORS CALLED ME SOA, IRA AND POWER AND KNEW FEAR!). If you happen to be a Warrior/Knight, feel free to build Anger or Focus by hitting him with any attacks that will build resources during this time. Once he's free, he starts beating him. He will call a name (two, if in Hardmode), and
send lightning balls after those people. If your name is called, run away from your teammates and let the lightning ball come at you (referred to as eating it by many), to prevent your teammates from getting damaged by the explosion that occurs when you find yourself. After you hit him enough, he will
scream that I waited twenty thousand years, but I will not wait any longer! . The moment you start yelling these words, run as fast as you can in the direction you came (left or west on the mini-map), as it will destroy the floor everywhere but where you first fell into the arena. Floor pieces will fall slowly,
comfortably allowing you and your team to run down the paused pieces in mid-air downstairs. Keep your camera down for this stage, so it will be easier to find the next platform. Healers should be very quick to heal anyone who does fall damage during this stage, since large amounts of it are inevitable.
After landing on the next story, Soa will arrive shortly, then Healers, quickly heal your companions, if they are not in full health. Soa will now start creating mental traps, which will suck a teammate into an alternate dimension. Liberals by destroying the mental trap. You may be sent flying around the arena,
but you'll land on a platform from which you can safely descend. Keep damaging it when you can (be sure to kill mental traps, though). Once his health is quite declining, the destruction of the floor will repeat itself, then return again to the left side of the arena. Repeat the fall phase of the floor, and this time
it will not happen again once landed. Soa will come, yell at you and become invincible. That's where the hard part happens. Pillars levitate from the walls and slowly float in mid-air, eventually fall off. Tanks must try to drag Soa under these pillars before they fall so as to lose its invincibility for a short time.
DPS should focus on freeing everyone they can from Mind Traps, but once Soa can be hit, drop everything and as hard as humanly possible. If you're stuck in a mental trap, don't be bothered when the person who frees you leaves for a while, is just killing Soa. You will still be freed from any Trap once
Soa dies. Repeat this process until Soa falls, then take your well-deserved loot. You beat your first operation and you defeated a great evil. Bad. Your work isn't done yet, though. This is just the beginning. Start.
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